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Applied Statistical Analysis with Missing Data
Theory?

The principles of statistical inference
In very general terms the purpose of statistical inference
is to estimate the relationship between a
response/outcome Y and a set of explanatory variables X.
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The principles of statistical inference
The likelihood method
Estimates, standard errors,
confidence intervals and tests
Bias, coverage probabilities and efficiency

In order to do that we specify a statistical model of the
relationship between Y and X.
The model will typically contain a systematic and a random
part with corresponding unknown constants – parameters.

Why are data missing?
Inference ignoring the missing data problem

Systematic part

Different types of missingness

Random part
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How to attack the missing problem
The Multiple Imputation procedure – an outline

Unknown Parameters

Unknown Parameters
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The principles of statistical inference
The analysis/substantive model:

The maximum likelihood method

y < f ∋ x; α ( "∗ " e ∋ρ (

Most statistical inference is based on the likelihood function:

L ∋π | z ( < pZ ;π ∋ z;π (

Based on the likelihood function one can calculate:

We will denote the combined data by Z = ( Y, X ).
and combined set of parameters by π = (α, ρ).

•The Maximum Likelihood Estimate (MLE) of π

That is, Z will contain both outcome and explanatory variables,
and π will contain parameters concerning the systematic and
the random part of the model.
We will use the data Z to make inference concerning π.
I.e. find
estimates, standard errors, confidence intervals
and calculate
test-statistics and p-values
for relevant hypotheses.

Friday lecture 1: Theory

•Approximate Standard Error of the MLE
•Approximate Confidence Intervals (based on MLE and SE)
•Approximate (Wald) tests of hypotheses concerning π
But the method requires that “you” can calculate the
probability of the data (those that are on your hard disc!)
given the parameters.
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The principles of statistical inference
Bias, coverage probability, and efficiency

The principles of statistical inference
Bias, coverage probability, and efficiency

Let us denote the true, but unknown, parameter value by πT

The coverage probability of a Confidence Interval ( Ln; Un )
is
Pr ∋ L ; π ; U (

And let πˆn denote an estimator (it could be the MLE) based
on n independent observations.
The estimate is said to be
unbiased if:
asymptotically unbiased if:

T

n

Expected value of πˆn < πT
πˆn ↑ πT as n ↑ ⁄

That is, the estimate gets ever closer to the true value as we
get more observations.
Very few estimates are unbiased (notable exception: normal
multiple regression), but MLE’s are in general asymptotically
unbiased.

n

i.e. the probability that the true parameter is contained in
the interval.
Ideally a 95% CI will have a coverage probability = 95%.
In practice very few methods will give exactly the stated
coverage probability (normal multiple regression), and we
will have to hope for asymptotically correct coverage
probabilities (large data set – correct coverage).
Confidence intervals based on the MLE and the ML SE have
in general asymptotically correct coverage probabilities.
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The principles of statistical inference
Bias, coverage probability, and efficiency

What do we observe/record
when data are missing?
We do not fully observe Z, but rather:

The width of a Confidence Interval is Un - Ln

ZObs

When comparing two (asymptotically) unbiased methods of
estimation, the method with the smallest average width of
the confidence interval is said to be the most efficient.

id
1
2
3
4
5
6

In general we prefer :
• estimates that are (asympt.) unbiased
• CIs that have (asympt.) correct coverage probabilities
• methods that are (asympt.) the most efficient
Note:
High efficiency corresponds to higher statistical power.
High efficiency corresponds to small SE.
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Missing data

Missing data – Solutions??

Avoid missing data!!!
If not, then collect as much information on the reason why the
observation became missing:
• did the patient refuse to participate?
• is the patient dead?
Is this missing data?
• did the patient not turn up?

Why???

• was the “measurement” never made?
• was the result not registered?

Complete case analysis - version one:
Ignore the problem and only analyse patients with information
on all relevant variables!!!
Pros: Always possible – transparent model
Cons: Model often wrong
Estimate likely biased
Analysis likely inefficient
Complete case analysis - version two:
Ignore the problem and only use variables that are available
for all patients!!!
Pros: Always possible - transparent model

• was the value below the detection limit?
Is this missing data?

Cons: Wrong/irrelevant model
Biased estimate!!
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Different types of missingness
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Missing at random???

Three types of problems:
MCAR
1 The Easy:
Complete case analysis version one will give an unbiased
estimate of π.
MAR
2 The Tough:

It is possible (in theory) to get an unbiased estimate of π
by analysing the observed data correctly.
3 The Unsolvable:
MNAR
It is impossible to get an unbiased of π based solely on
information in the observed data.
If the reason/mechanism behind the missingness is not known,
then it is impossible to distinguish between situation 2 and 3.
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How to attack the problem with missing data

The analyses of data with missing values by imputation

First try to determine whether you are in situation 1, 2 or 3,
by going through the possible missing data mechanisms.

The analysis using imputation have 3 separate components:

If you are in situation 1 (MCAR) then a complete case analysis
will be valid, although not the most efficient.

1.The full data model – the analytic/substantive model
Specification of how to analyse the data, if it was without
missing values.

If you are in situation 3 (MNAR) then you have to make
additional assumptions concerning the missing data in order to
analyse the observed data. Specific modelling will be required
and you will typically not be able use standard programs.

2.Imputing the missing values
Generate K complete data sets by generating K values of
the missing data.

If you are in situation 2 (MAR) then you might solve the
problem by imputation methods.
In all cases you should supplement your analysis with different
types of sensitivity analyses.

3.The estimation
Find K estimates of π - one for each of the K ‘complete’
datasets. The final, overall estimate of π is found as the
average of the K estimates. Calculate a suitable standard
error (Rubins formula).
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Missing At Random and MI
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Will Multiple Imputation work?

A Multiple Imputation solution requires, that you have a
consistent and valid model for the unobserved data given what
you have observed.
This requires insight into the missing data mechanism.
As you never know this mechanism:
There is no guaranty the MI method will solve you problem!
But ignoring the problem will not make it disappear.

The method works if:
• It gives asymptotic unbaised estimates
• It gives Confidence Intervals with asymptotically correct
confidence intervals.
It is worthwhile if it is more efficient.
Does it work????
Morning exercise!
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